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Siemens and Sonderhoff
Hall 10
Stand 440

Sonderhoff mixing and dosing system wilh new Siemens motion contro: at K
züa3

At K 2013 {16 to 23 October 2013) in Düsseldorf, $iemens togetherwith Sonderhoff will p:csent
the fully automatic mixing and dosing systex DM 403 from $onderhoff engineering equipped
with the new $iemens motion esntrol technology Simotion D 445. On this machine it will be

demonstrated live to trade visitors how the polyurethane-based two-component foam sealing
system Fermapor K31 from Sonderhoff Chemicals will be exactly dosed and applied aecurately
to the contour.

gyne hrcnous control at two-millisecond intervals

The Simotion A 445, which stands out for its clear v!sualization and uniform operation slandard, is a

scalable, mo6ular and powerful motion conlrol system that offers high flexibility for wherever precise

motion control is required. The Simotion D445 synchronously coordinates lhe axis movements of the

Sonclerhoff LR-HD {l-ligh Dynamics) linear robot as well as all swrtching processes al the mixing head

and all process-retated machine components (servomotors, mixers, purnps) via Profinet al a control

cycle of two mriliseconds

DM 403 mixing and dosing system with Simotion D445 controller

Synchronous coordination of the nrachine components ensures the axes movements maintain a

repeat accuracy ol t0.1 mm even at feed rates of up to 30 m/m:n, which is crucial for precise and

constant reproducibility of the seal application High acceleralion ol up to 10 m/s'is especially

important lor parts wiih small radii In such cases, the maxlmum feed rat* musi be kept sirictly

constant over the enlire movement path. Both of ihese faclors ale dec:sive for evenly dimensloned

applicatron of the foam sealing, especially at its coupling points. Sliding speeds of up io nearly 60

m/min help minimize downlimes when changrng between two or more processing positions
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The movements and speeds of the CNC axes on the linear robot of the DlVl 403 mixing and dosing

system can be safely limited using the SLS (Safety Limiled Speed) function. While teaching wlth the

Srmatic Mobile Panel, in pafiicular, this is done right up close to ihe robct and lhe parl to be sealed, to

offel the operating personnel maximum safety The decentralized F-CPU shuts down axes and

machine components in a controlled fashion if a defined tolerance is improperly exceeded or upon

olher prolection faults when in automattc mode.

The Siemens Simotion D445 control technology for the Sonderhoff DM 403 mixing and dosing system

The new G-Code lnterpreter for the Siemens Simolion D445 interprets ihe contour programs cf the

mixtng anci dosing system for the processing !n the molion controller ln collaboraiion with Sierrens,

Sonderhoff has developed for machine operators a man-machine interface with the G-Code Ediior

which allows individual contour programs at ihe mixing and dosing machine to be taught edited and

managed lt takes only basic CNC knowledge to operaie the sysiem safely wilhin lhe shortest itme.

The Sonderhoff mixing and dosing system with Slemens moiion eontrol and user interface

visualization is operaled at the operating panel usrng a 19" touch screen monitor with a resoluiion of

1280 x 1024 pixels. The specific conlour program can be set up machine-oriented with the help o{ a

portable Simatic Mobile Panel featuring a l0" clisplay at a resolution ol800 x 600 pixels

One compeiling argument for lhe Simotion D445 is its modular design. Customized system variants

with two to four matelal componenls can be realized. lf required. servomotor modules can be adde<j

for ir,'.,o or more handling axes

The increasing demand for uniform standards in conirol technology for p:^oductron plants was another

reäson behind Sonderhoff's decision to provide its customers with another alternative to the existing

controller by adding ihe Simotion D 445 to its mixtng and dosing systems The DM 40x series of

Sonderhoff machines is lherefore even easier lo integrate into cuslomers' production concepls wlth

existing Stemens controllers Anolher advantage for Sonderhoff customers. Thers is no need for

additional lraining when commtssioning the Sonderhoff mixing and dosing system, since lhe machin*

operator is already familiar with handling Siemens automation technology and already knows the

operalor guidance.
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